Pelorus Challenge Trophy ~ 2015
Kenepuru Road
Waitaria Bay
P 573 4377 F 573 4377
Email: principal@waitariabay.school.nz
Event Date
Friday 26th June 2015
Participating Teams
Teams will be comprised of
Student - three students currently attending the participating school –
preferably one each from Yr 6 - 8 but any combination will be accepted.
Genders - all teams should have at least a mix
Schools may enter as many teams as they wish.
Adult
- three parents of current students from participating school - no
teachers
The Challenges
Teams to complete if possible both challenges.
Tahi

Technology Challenge
You will be given a period of time, limited resources and a design brief, some
obstacle/challenge will need to be overcome and certain criteria met - hopefully.
Materials will be supplied/limited.

Rua

General Knowledge Quiz
This quiz will consist of a range of current events questions, math problems and
photo identification. Your over all points will be added to the technology challenge
scores to give an overall winner for the day.

Timetable
10.00
10.15
11.15
11.30
12.30
13:15
14:05
14:15
14:30

Briefing
General Knowledge & Math Quiz
Morning Tea break
Technology Challenge Brief & Planning
Lunch
Tech Challenge Continues
Testing of Challenge
Debrief & Results
Presentation of Challenge Trophy to winning school

Scoring
Points will be given in all sections. There will be a clear and evident points system given out
to all teams. There will be two winning teams, one for the tech challenge and one for the
general knowledge challenge. There will be a final overall winning team who scores the
highest combined points over all and they will be announced as the Technology Challenge
Winners, and given the trophy. There will also be a school placement scoring system.

Lunch will be available:
Hamburger Sausage sizzle.
Piece of cake
Juice
Tea and coffee supplied.

$4.00
$2.00
$1 - $1.50
$1

